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16TH SEPTEMBER 2020

09:00-10:00

Entry
Educate / Exhibit / Explore / Network

09:15-09:55

Digital Re-imagining  
First-hand accounts from Creative 

England, Leeds LEP and WX3, 
organisations making a real impact 

through financial support in the 
creative and digital industries. 

10:00-10:40
Jonathan Geldart, Director General, Institute of Directors 

A discussion of global trends COVID-19 has amplified, survival techniques from the  
board room to an arctic trek and the importance of Generation Alpha.

11:00-11:45

Pimento’s 11am Club Session
 Since lockdown Pimento’s 

11am club has shared inspiring 
success stories and ‘how to’ 

business ideas. Expect the same 
from this session.  

The Future of Business Supplies
Simon Drakeford, CEO, EO Group, 
will chair a discussion with leading 

industry figures on the future of 
the UK business supplies sector 

post COVID-19.

BPIF Members’ Annual Review 
The BPIF will host its annual 

Members’ Day for the first time 
virtually, a time to champion our 
members, print and to show the 
support and collaboration of the 

sector during this challenging time.

12:00-12:45
Felicity Burch, Director Innovation and Digital, CBI 

Perfectly placed to comment on COVID-19’s impact on the acceleration of technology adoption.  
Learn how to embrace this, come up with new ideas & invest in R&D.

13:10-14:00 Networking / Grab some lunch 

14:00-14:45
 James Sommerville, Founder, Known Unknown (former VP Global Design The Coca-Cola Company)

Calling in from Atlanta to share a unique perspective of how brands and companies  
can differentiate themselves in the recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

15:00-15:30
Adrian Odds, Director of Strategy & Market Propositions, Communisis 

How to use Artificial Intelligence to cut through the noise ensuring the optimum  
customer experience for increased revenue growth.

16:00-16:40

Intergraf International Panel
Intergraf will host a global panel 

who will share the lessons learned 
throughout the pandemic in the 
printing, digital communications 

and graphic arts sectors and 
explore where the future 

lies globally.

COVID-19 and its global impact 
on business supplies 

Steve Hilleard from OPI will host 
a global panel who will consider 
the effects of the pandemic on 
the business supplies industry 

around the world and the different 
approach each country is taking on 

the road to recovery. 

17:00-17:45

Is XR the end or the beginning? 
Live demonstrations of Virtual, 
Mixed and XR realities from the  

US and nearer to home.


